
Retrieving Images by Appearance�S. Ravela R. ManmathaMultimedia Indexing and Retrieval GroupUniversity of Massachusetts, Amherstfravela,manmathag@cs.umass.eduAbstractA system to retrieve images using a description ofthe image intensity surface is presented. Gaussianderivative �lters at several scales are applied to the im-age and low order 2D di�erential invariants are com-puted. The resulting multi-scale representation is in-dexed for rapid retrieval. Queries are designed by theusers from an example image by selecting appropri-ate regions. The invariant vectors corresponding tothese regions are matched with the database counter-parts both in feature and coordinate space. This yieldsa match score per image. Images are sorted by thematch score and displayed. Experiments conductedwith over 1500 images of objects embedded in arbitrarybackgrounds are described. It is observed that imagessimilar in appearance and whose viewpoint is withinsmall view variations of the query can be retrieved withan average precision1 of 56%.1 IntroductionThe goal of image retrieval systems is to operate oncollections of images and, in response to visual queries,extract relevant images. There are several issues thatmust be understood before image retrieval can be suc-cessful. Foremost among these is an understandingof what 'retrieval of relevant images' means. Rele-vance, for users of a retrieval system, is most likely as-sociated with semantics. Encoding semantic informa-tion into a general image retrieval system entails solv-ing such problems as feature extraction, segmentation�This material is based on work supported in part by theNational Science Foundation, Library of Congress and Depart-ment of Commerce under cooperative agreement number EEC-9209623, in part by the United States Patent and TrademarkO�ce and Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency/ITOunder ARPA order number D468, issued by ESC/AXS con-tract number F19628-95-C-0235, in part by the National Sci-ence Foundation under grant number IRI-9619117 and in partby NSF Multimedia CDA-9502639. Any opinions, �ndingsand conclusions or recommendations expressed in this mate-rial are the author(s) and do not necessarily reect those of thesponsors.1precision is the proportion of retrieved images that arerelevant

and, object and context recognition. These are ex-tremely hard problems that are as yet unsolved. How-ever, in many situations attributes associated with animage, when used together with some level of user in-put, correlate well with the kind of semantics that aredesirable. Consequently, recent work has focused di-rectly on retrieval using attributes such as color, tex-ture, shape, and combinations thereof.In this paper, images are retrieved by a character-ization of the visual appearance of objects. The fo-cus is on retrieving 'similar' objects. For example,when a face is presented as a query it is expected thatthe system should not only retrieve the same person'sface but rank other faces before it ranks, cars, trainsor apes. Similarly if a car is a query(see Figure 1)then it is expected that cars be ranked before facesor trains(see Figure 2). Intuitively, an object's visualappearance in an image depends not only on its three-dimensional geometric shape, but also on its albedo,its surface texture, the view point from which it isimaged, among other factors. It is non-trivial to sep-arate the di�erent factors that constitute an object'svisual appearance. However, we posit that the shapeof an imaged object's intensity surface closely relatesto its visual appearance. Here a local characterizationof the intensity surface is constructed and images areretrieved using a measure of similarity for this repre-sentation. The experiments conducted in this paperverify the association that objects that appear to bevisually similar can be retrieved by a characterizationof the shape of the intensity surface.Di�erent representations of appearance have beenused in object recognition [8]. Other representationshave been used for speci�c types of retrieval such asface recognition. The approach taken here does notrely on image segmentation (manual or automatic) orbinary feature extraction. Unlike some of the pre-viously mentioned methods, no training is required.Since the representation is local, objects can be em-bedded in di�erent backgrounds. Using an exam-ple image and user interaction to construct queries,



Figure 1: Allowing the user to construct queries byselecting the boxes shownSynapse retrieves similar images within small view andsize variation in the order of their similarity in syntac-tic appearance to a query.The claim is that, up to a certain order, the local ap-pearance of the intensity surface (around some point)can be represented as responses to a set of scale pa-rameterized Gaussian derivative �lters (see Section 3).The family of Gaussian �lters are unique in their abil-ity to describe the scale-space or deep structure [2, 4, 1]of a function and are well suited for representing ap-pearance.In this paper an indexable strategy for image re-trieval is then developed using feature vectors con-structed from combinations of the derivative �lter out-puts. These combinations yield a set of di�erential in-variants [1] that are invariant to two-dimensional rigidtransformations. Retrieval is achieved in two compu-tational steps. During the o�-line computation phaseeach image in the database is �rst �ltered at sampledlocations and then �lter responses across the entiredatabase are indexed(see Section 4). The run-timecomputation of the system begins with the user se-lecting an example image and marking a set of salientregions within the image. The responses correspond-ing to these regions are matched with those of thedatabase and a measure of �tness per image in thedatabase is computed in both feature space and co-ordinate space (see Section 4.2). Finally, images aredisplayed to the user in the order of �tness (or matchscore) to the query (see Section 6).2 Related WorkA number of di�erent techniques have been usedto retrieve images using color, shape, texture and ap-pearance. Due to lack of space, the reader is referredto [5] for a review of the literature.

Gaussian derivative representations have also beenused in the context of recognition. Indexed di�eren-tial invariants have recently been used [8] for objectrecognition. We also index using di�erential invariantsbut there are several di�erences compared with [8].First, the invariants corresponding to the low two or-der derivatives are used as opposed to nine invariantsas in [8]. This is because we observed that nine invari-ants at a single scale are much more discriminatingand do not work as well when retrieving similar im-ages. The low two orders perform better for this task.Second, their indexing algorithm depends on interestpoint detection and is, therefore, limited by the sta-bility of the interest operator. We on the other handsample the image. Third, the authors do not incorpo-rate multiple scales into a single vector whereas herethree di�erent scales are chosen. In addition the indexstructure and spatial checking algorithms di�er.3 Characterization of AppearanceThis section shows how appearance may be repre-sented using a multi-scale feature vector constructedby �ltering an image with a set of Gaussian derivative�lters. The multi-scale feature vector are transformedso that the elements within this vector are invariantto 2D rigid transformations. This transformed featurevector is called the multi-scale invariant vector.The local N-jet of I (x) at scale � and order N isde�ned as the set [3]:JN [I ] (x;�) = fIi1:::in;�jn = 0 : : :Ng (1)where Ii1:::in;� (x) = (I ? Gi1:::in) (x; �)the Gaussian derivatives are speci�ed byGi1:::in = �n�i1 : : : �inG, ik = x1 : : : xD; k = 1 : : : n. and G is the Gaussian.The set limN!1 JN [I ] (x; �) speci�es the Taylorexpansion of I� up to derivatives of order N. Thus, forany order N , the local N-jet at scale � contains all theinformation required to reconstruct I at the scale ofobservation � up to order N . That is, up to any orderthe derivatives locally characterize the shape of theintensity surface, i.e. appearance, to that order. Fromthe experiments shown in this paper it is also observedthat this representation can be used to retrieve imagesthat appear visually similar.The choice of the Gaussian as the smooth test func-tion, as opposed to others, is motivated by the factthat it is unique in describing the scale-space or deepstructure of an arbitrary function. For a review of



scale space, the reader is referred to [9, 2, 1, 4]. Scale-space has an important physical interpretation in thatit models the change in appearance of an imaged ob-ject as it moves away from a camera. An argument istherefore made for a multi-scale feature vector whichdescribes the intensity surface locally at several scales.A multi-scale feature vector at a point p in an image Iis given by the vector:�JN [I ] (p; �1) ; JN [I ] (p; �2) : : : JN [I ] (p; �k)	 (2)for some order N and a set of scales �1 : : : �k. In prac-tice the zeroth order terms are dropped to achieve in-variance to constant intensity changes. Multi-scalevectors represent appearance more robustly than asingle-scale vector. This can be viewed from sev-eral di�erent perspectives. Since, multi-scale vectorsare values computed at several di�erent kernel sizes,therefore, they contain more information than �xedwindow operators. Equivalently, multi-scale vectorscontain information at several di�erent bandwidthsand with the choice of a Gaussian accurately repre-sent the intensity surface at di�erent depths from thecamera. From a practical standpoint this means thatmis-matches due to an accidental similarity at a singlescale can be reduced.4 Indexable Retrieval StrategyIn earlier work [7, 6], the appropriateness of thederivative vector representation is evaluated using thewell known correlation metric. A measure of similar-ity between two feature vectors can be obtained bycorrelating them or computing the distance betweenthe vectors. The feature vector used is the local 2-jet (without the zeroth order term), computed at a�xed scale [7, 6] i.e., hIx; Iy; Ixx; Ixy; Iyyi�, computedat scale �, Using this representation in conjunctionwith correlation, we verify that [7, 6], at any scale areasonable retrieval of visually similar images is pos-sible. Typically, in-plane rotations of up to 20o andout-of-plane rotations of up to 30o can be tolerated.Second, a range of size variations, determined a pri-ori, can be handled by searching across the scale pa-rameter of the Gaussian. In particular similar objectswithin size changes of 14 : : : 4 could be retrieved [7, 6].There are several limitations to the correlation ap-proach. First, correlation is computationally expen-sive. Second, using the derivatives directly in a fea-ture vector restricts tolerance to rotations. Third, theuse of vectors at a �xed scale can lead to mismatchesdue to accidental similarity solely as a result of the�xed scale of observation. These issues are partiallyaddressed below. First, the derivative feature vectoris transformed so that it is invariant to 2D rigid trans-

formations. Second, correlation is replaced with anindexable strategy that results in an order of magni-tude of speed increase and third vectors at multiplescales are used simultaneously to improve robustness.In this paper the multi-scale vector is computed atthree di�erent scales placed half an octave apart.4.1 Indexing Multi-Scale Invariant Vec-torsGiven the derivatives of an image I , irreducible dif-ferential invariants (invariant under the group of dis-placements) can be computed in a systematic manner[1]. The value of these entities is independent of thechoice of coordinate frame (up to rotations). The ir-reducible set of invariants up to order two of an imageI are:d0 = I Intensityd1 = I2x + I2y Magnituded2 = Ixx + Iyy Laplaciand3 = IxxIxIx + 2IxyIxIy + IyyIyIyd4 = I2xx + 2I2xy + I2yyHere, the vector, �� = hd1; : : : d4i� is computedat three di�erent scales. The element d0 is not usedsince it is sensitive to gray-level shifts. The result-ing multi-scale invariant vector has at most twelve el-ements. Computationally, each image in the databaseis �ltered with the �rst �ve partial derivatives of theGaussian (i.e. to order 2) at three di�erent scales atuniformly sampled locations. Then the multi-scale in-variant vector D = h��1 ;��2 ;��3i is computed atthose locations.A location across the entire database can be iden-ti�ed by the generalized coordinates, de�ned as, c =(i; x; y) where i is the image number and (x; y) a coor-dinate within this image. The computation describedabove generates an association between generalized co-ordinates and invariant vectors. This association canbe viewed as a tableM : (i; x; y;D) with 3+k columns(k is the number of �elds in an invariant vector) andnumber of rows, R, equal to the total number of lo-cations (across all images) where invariant vectors arecomputed.To index the database by �elds of the invariantvector, the table M is split into k smaller tablesM 01 : : :M 0k, one for each of the k �elds of the invari-ant vector. Each of the smaller tables M 0p; p = 1 � � � kcontains the four columns (D(p); i; x; y). At this stageany given row across all the smaller tables contains thesame generalized coordinate entries as in M . Then,each M 0p is sorted and a binary tree is used to repre-sent the sorted keys. As a result, the entire databaseis indexed. A given invariant value can, therefore, belocated in log(R) time (R = number of rows).



Figure 2: The results of the car query4.2 Matching Invariant VectorsRun-time computation begins with the user mark-ing selected regions in an example image. At sam-pled locations within these regions, invariant vectorsare computed and submitted as a query. The searchfor matching images is performed in two stages. Inthe �rst stage each query invariant is supplied to the'�nd-by-value' algorithm and a list of matching gen-eralized coordinates is obtained. In the second stagea spatial check is performed on a per image basis, inorder to verify that the matched locations in an imageare in spatial coherence with the corresponding querypoints. In this section the '�nd-by-value' and spatialchecking components are discussed.The multi-scale invariant vectors at sampled loca-tions within regions of a query image can be treatedas a list. The nth element in this list contains theinformation Qn = (Dn; xn; yn), that is, the invariantvector and the corresponding coordinates. In orderto �nd-by-invariant-value, for any query entry Qn,the database must contain vectors that are within athreshold t = (t1 : : : tk) > 0. The coordinates of thesematching vectors are then returned. This can be repre-sented as follows. Let p be any invariant vector storedin the database. Then p matches the query invariantentry Dn only if Dn � t < p < Dn + t. This can berewritten as&kj=1 [Dn (j)� t (j) < p (i) < Dn (j)� t (j)]where & is the logical and operator and k is the num-ber of �elds in the invariant vector. To implement thecomparison operation two searches can be performedon each �eld. The �rst is a search for the lower bound,

that is the smallest entry larger than Dn(j)� t(j) andthen a search for the upper-bound i.e. the largest entrysmaller thanDn(j)+t(j). The block of entries betweenthese two bounds are those that match the �eld j. Inthe inverted �le the generalized coordinates are storedalong with the individual �eld values and the blockof matching generalized coordinates are copied fromdisk. To implement the logical-and part, an intersec-tion of all the returned block of generalized coordinatesis performed. The generalized coordinates common toall the k �elds are the ones that match query entryQn. The �nd by value routine is executed for each Qnand as a result each query entry is associated with alist of generalized coordinates that it matches.The association between a query entry Qn and thelist of f generalized coordinates that match it by valuecan be written asAn = 
xn; yn; cn1 ; cn2 : : : cnf �= 
xn; yn; (in1 ; xn1 ; yn1) : : : �inf ; xnf ; ynf ��Here xn; yn are the coordinates of the query entry Qnand cn1 : : : cnf are the f matching generalized coordi-nates. The notation cnf implies that the generalizedcoordinate c matches n and is the f th entry in the list.Once these associations are available, a spatial �t ona per image basis can be performed. In order to de-scribe the �tness measure, two de�nitions are needed.First, de�ne the distance between the coordinates oftwo query entries m and n as �m;n. Second, de�nethe distance between any two generalized coordinatescmj and cnj that are associated with two query entriesm;n as �cmj ;cnkAny image u that contains two points (locations)which match some query entry m and n respectivelyare coherent with the query entriesm and n only if thedistance between these two points is the same as thedistance between the query entries that they match.Using this as a basis, a binary �tness measure can bede�ned asFm;n (u) =8>>><>>>: 1 if 9j9k j ����m;n � �cmj ;cnk ��� � Timj = ink = u;m 6= n0 otherwiseThat is, if the distance between two matched pointsin an image is close to the distance between the querypoints that they are associated with, then these pointsare spatially coherent (with the query). Using this�tness measure a match score for each image can bedetermined. This match score is simply the maximumnumber of points that together are spatially coherent



(with the query). De�ne the match score by:score (u) �maxm Sm (u) (3)where, Sm (u) = Pfn=1 F (u)m;n. The computationof score(u) is at worst quadratic in the total numberof query points. The array of scores for all images issorted and the images are displayed in the order oftheir score. T used in F is a threshold and is typi-cally 25% of �m;n. Note that this measure not onlywill admit points that are rotated but will also toler-ate other deformations as permitted by the threshold.The value of the threshold is selected to reect the ra-tionale that similar images will have similar responsesbut not necessarily under a rigid deformation of thequery points.5 Query ConstructionThe ability for the user to construct queries by se-lecting regions is an important distinction between theapproach presented here and elsewhere. Users can beexpected to employ their considerable semantic knowl-edge about the world to construct a query. Such se-mantic information is di�cult to incorporate in a sys-tem. An example of query construction is shown inFigure 1, where the user has decided to �nd cars simi-lar to the one shown and decides that the most salientpart are 'wheels'2. It is clear that providing such inter-action removes the necessity for automatic determina-tion of saliency. In the car example, the user providesthe context to search the database by marking thewheels and retrieved images mostly contain wheels.The association of wheels to cars is not known to thesystem, rather it is one that the user decides is mean-ingful. Several other approaches in the literature takethe entire feature set or some global representationover the entire image (see [5] for examples). Whilethis may be reasonable for certain types of retrieval,it cannot necessarily be used for general purpose re-trieval. Letting the user design queries eliminates theneed for detecting the salient portions of an object,and the retrieval can be customized so as to removeunwanted portions of the image. Based on the feed-back provided by the results of a query, the user canquickly adapt and modify the query to improve per-formance.6 ExperimentsThe database used in this paper has digitizedimages of cars, steam locomotives, diesel locomo-tives, apes, faces, people embedded in di�erent back-ground(s) and a small number of other miscellaneous2see Figure 2 for the results

objects such as houses. 1561 images were obtainedfrom the Internet and the Corel photo-cd collectionto construct this database. These photographs weretaken with several di�erent cameras of unknown pa-rameters, and under varying uncontrolled lighting andviewing geometry. Also, the objects of interest are em-bedded in natural scenes such as car shows, railroadstations, country sides and so on.A measure of the performance of the retrieval en-gine can be obtained by examining the recall/precisiontable for several queries. Briey, recall is the propor-tion of the relevant material actually retrieved and pre-cision is the proportion of retrieved material that isrelevant.Consider as an example the query described in Fig-ure 1. Here the user wishes to retrieve 'white wheelcars' similar to the ones outlined and submits thequery. The top 25 results ranked in text book fash-ion are shown in Figure 2. Note that although thereare several valid matches as far as the algorithm isconcerned (for example image 11 a tire), they are notconsidered valid retrievals as stated by the user andare not used in measuring the recall/precision. This isinherently a conservative estimate of the performanceof the system. The average precision (over recall in-tervals of 103) is 57%.One of the important parameters in constructingindices is the sample rate. The performance of thesystem was evaluated under sample rates of three pix-els and �ve pixels respectively. The case where everypixel is used could not be implemented due to pro-hibitive disk requirements and lack of resources to doso. It is observed that there is a dramatic improvementin scores, and in most cases a substantial improvementin average precision.Six other queries that were also submitted are de-picted in Table 1. The recall/precision table over allseven queries is in Table 2. The third column of ta-ble shows the average precision for each query with adatabase sampling of 5 pixels and the fourth columnshows with 3 pixels. The average precision and pre-cision at recall intervals of 10, over all the queries forboth samplings is shown in Table 2. This compareswell with text retrieval where some of the best sys-tems have an average precision of 50%4. The averageprecision over the same seven queries with both threeand �ve pixel sampling is 56.2% for the �ve pixel caseand 61.7% in the three pixel case. However, while theincrease in sampling improves the precision it resultsin an increased storage requirement.Unsatisfactory retrieval occurs for several reasons.3The value n(= 10) is simply the retrievals up to recall n.4Based on personal communication with Bruce Croft



Table 1: Queries submitted to the system and expected retrievalGiven(User Input) Find Precision (5) Precision (3)Face All Faces 74.7% 61.5%Face see Same Person's Face 61.7% 75.5%Monkey's coat Dark Textured Apes 57.5% 57%Both wheels, see Figure 1 White Wheeled Cars, see Figure 2 57.0% 63.7%Coca Logo All Coca Cola Logos 49.3% 74.9%Wheel White Wheeled Cars 48.6% 54.4%Patas Monkey Face All Visible Patas Monkey Faces 44.5% 47.1%Table 2: Precision at standard recall points for seven QueriesRecall 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100Precision(5) % 100 95.8 90.3 80.1 67.3 48.9 39.9 34.2 31.1 18.2 12.4Precision(3) % 100 100 90.4 80.9 75.7 55.9 49.4 47.6 40.6 20.7 17.1average(5) 56.2%average(3) 61.7%First, it may possible that the query is poorly de-signed. In this case the user can design a new queryand re-submit or re�ne the query by using a resultof a previous search as a query. A second source oferror is in matching generalized coordinates by value.The choice of scales in the experiments carried out inthis case are 3p2 ; 3; 3p2. It is possible that locally theintensity surface may have a very close value, so asto lie within the chosen threshold and thus introducean incorrect point. By adding more scales or deriva-tives such errors can be reduced, but at the cost of in-creased discrimination and decreased generalization.Many of these 'false matches' are eliminated in thespatial checking phase. Errors can also occur in thespatial checking phase because it admits much morethan a rotational transformation of points with respectto the query con�guration. Overall the performanceto date has been very satisfactory and we believe thatby experimentally evaluating each phase the systemcan be further improved.The time it takes to retrieve images is dependentlinearly on the number of query points. On a PentiumPro-200 Mhz Linux machine, typical queries executein between one and six minutes.7 ConclusionsWithin small view variations, images that are sim-ilar to a query are retrieved. These images are alsoobserved to be visually similar and we posit that thismethod has good potential for image retrieval.While retrieval of objects across di�erent sizes hasbeen implemented elsewhere [7] using correlation, inthis paper, the multi-scale invariant vector was usedonly to robustly characterize appearance. The nextimmediate step is to explicitly incorporate matchingacross size variations akin to the correlation approach.

A second important question is, what types of in-variants should constitute a feature vector ? This isan open research issue. Finally, although the currentsystem is some what slow, it is yet a remarkable im-provement over our previous work. We believe that byexamining the spatial checking and sampling compo-nents further increases in speed are possible.References[1] Ludvicus Maria Jozef Florack. The Syntactic Structureof Scalar Images. PhD thesis, University of Utrecht,1993.[2] J. J. Koenderink. The structure of images. BiologicalCybernetics, 50:363{396, 1984.[3] J. J Koenderink and A. J. van Doorn. Representationof local geometry in the visual system. Biological Cy-bernetics, 55:367{375, 1987.[4] Tony Lindeberg. Scale-Space Theroy in Computer Vi-sion. Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1994.[5] S. Ravela and R. Manmatha. Image retrieval by ap-pearance. In Proc. of SIGIR, Philadelphia, July 1997.[6] S. Ravela and R. Manmatha. Image retrieval by sim-ilarity of visual appearance. In Workshop on Con-tent based Access of Image and Video Databases. IEEE,June 1997.[7] S. Ravela, R. Manmatha, and E. M. Riseman. Im-age retrieval using scale-space matching. In Com-puter Vision - ECCV '96, pages 273{282, Cambridge,U.K., April 1996. 4th European Conf. Computer Vi-sion, Springer.[8] Cordelia Schmid and Roger Mohr. Combining grey-value invariants with local constraints for object recog-nition. In Proc. Computer Vision and Pattern Recog-nition. IEEE, June 1996.[9] A. P. Witkin. Scale-space �ltering. In Proc. Intl. JointConf. Art. Intell., pages 1019{1023, 1983.


